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SUMMARY 
Advanced counter-rotation propellers have been indicated as possibly gen-
erating an unacceptable amount of noise for the people living near an airport. 
This report has explored ways to reduce this noise level, which is treated as 
being caused by the interaction of the upstream propeller wakes and vortices 
with the downstream propeller. The noise reduction techniques fall into two 
categories: (1) reducing the strength of the wakes and vortices and (2) reduc-
ing the response of the downstream blades to them. The noise from the wake 
interaction was indicated as being reduced by increased propeller spacing and 
decreased blade drag coefficient. The vortex-interaction noise could be elim-
inated by having the vortex pass over the tips of the downstream blade, and it 
could De reduced by increased spacing or decreased initial circulation. The 
aownstream blade response could be lessened by increasing the reduced frequency 
parameter w or by phasing of the response from different sections to have 
d mutual cancellation effect. Uneven blade to blade spacing for the downstream 
blading was indicated as having a possible effect on the annoyance of counter-
rotation propeller noise. Although there are undoubtedly additional methods 
of noise reduction not coverea in this report, the inclusion of the design 
methods aiscussed would potentially result in a counter-rotation propeller 
that is acceptably quiet. 
INTRODUCTION 
Advanced turboprop aircraft have the potential for significant fuel sav-
ings over equivalent technology turbofan powered aircraft. To investigate this 
potential the National Aeronautics and Space Administration has an ongoing 
Advanced Turboprop Program (ref. 1). A single rotation turboprop design is 
projected to use as mucn as 15 percent less fuel than turbofans (ref. 1), and 
a counter-rotation design may save 8 percent more (ref. 2). Sketches of single 
rotation and counter-rotation propellers are shown in figure 1. Recent NASA 
propeller research is summarized in reference 3. In order to implement these 
fuel savings, however, the new turboprop aircraft must be acceptable to the 
public. 
The noise of counter-rotation propellers may present a problem for people 
living around an airport. Counter-rotation propellers generate more noise 
tnan a single rotation propeller largely because of the flow interaction 
between the two propellers. An existing noise model for a propeller in non-
uniform inflow is used herein to represent the interacting noise generated by 
counter-rotation propellers. The terms in this noise model are examined in 
tnis report, and methods for reducing the interaction noise are determined. 
INTERACTION NOISE MODEL 
Formulation 
The primary interaction noise mechanism for counter-rotation propellers 
is represented in figure 2. Trailing behind the forward propeller blades are 
wakes (fig. 2{a)) and tip vortices (fig. 2{b)). The wakes and vortices strike 
the downstream propeller blades to create lift fluctuations on the downstream 
blades, wnich in turn generate noise. There is, of course, also the inter-
action of the potential fields of the two propellers, both the front on the 
rear propeller and tne rear on the front propeller. For this discussion the 
potential field interaction is assumed relatively small compared to wake-vortex 
interaction with the downstream propeller. However, a number of the methods 
that will be explored to reduce the wake-vortex interaction noise would also 
apply to the potential field interaction. 
The interaction noise is generated by lift fluctuations on the downstream 
propeller as the downstream propeller blades pass behind the upstream blades. 
To model this noise generation, an existing formulation for the loading noise 
of a propeller operating in a nonuniform inflow will be used. It is assumed 
nerein tnat the propeller is operating subsonica11y at takeoff and landing, so 
that the loaaing noise is dominant. This formulation is from reference 4 
(p. 746), and parts of its derivation are paraphrased for use in explaining 
the assumptions used in the derivation and in understanding how tne noise 
might De reduced. The derivation presented is not complete, and the reader is 
directed to reference 4 for further details. Some of the nomenclature has 
also been changed from reference 4 to avoid confusion with other formulas that 
will De used later, but the basic derivation has not been altered. More 
detailed analyses of counter-rotation noise have been performed (for example, 
see ref. 5), but for the purpose of identifying and understanding the noise 
reduction possibilities, this simpler model is more easily understood. 
Tne geometry used in this model is for a propeller with B blades rotat-
ing at an angular velocity n. (See fig. 3.) In this figure r is the 
distance from the center of the propeller to the location where the noise is 
measured, e is the angle measured fore to aft from the propeller axis, and 
rl and ~l are the locations of a point on the propeller disk. A com-
plete list of symbols is found in the appendix. 
Tne analysis in reference 4 begins at the case of uniform flow and evalu-
ates the periodic forces on the fluid as two series 
(1 ) 
(2 ) 
Tne constants f~ and f~ can be expressed in terms of the total thrust force 
Ft and the total torque T of the propeller as 




while the coefficients are obtained from 
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(5) 
The analysis proceeds to the nonuniform inflow case by assuming a time 
independent (although spatially nonuniform) incoming flow field. This would 
be the case for a fixed upstream disturbance (like a set of nonrotating 
upstream vanes), and results in the interaction noise being generated at the 
blade passage tone of the propeller and its harmonics. The inflow to the 
downstream propeller of a counter-rotation propeller is not time independent 
but the assumption is made here since it makes the formulation and result more 
easily understood. The implications of the actual rotating incoming distor-
tion will be discussed later. A quasi-steady approach is used to determine 
the forces resulting from the nonuniform inflow. The nonuniform inflow is 
assumed small and the width of the blade is also assumed sufficiently small so 
that the thrust and torque respond directly to changes in the velocity. These 
changes, vz(cp) and vw(cp), would be components of the velocity defect in the 
wake or vortex from tne upstream propeller blade. The constant force ampli-
tudes in equation (1) then become functions of CP1, as follows: 
_ o[ _ 2Vcp(cp) _ .L dC t Vz(cp)] == 0 iqCP1 (6) 
fz - fz 1 V Ct da V fZ~aqe 
o[ 2Vp(cp) 1 dC x Vz(cp)] 0 iqCP1 f =f 1- - ---:;--'- =fI6e 
cP cP V Cx ua V CPq q 
where V is the local rotatiJnal velocity, Ct is the thrust coefficient, 
Cx is the drag coefficient of the downstream propeller blade, and a is 
the angle of attack. 
(7) 
From these expressions it is clear that to reduce the forces fz and 
fcp' the velocity defects in the wakes and vortices should be reduced; thus the 
coefficients a and 6 are also reduced for q '> O. The forces on the air 
are converted i~to the s8und pressure for the propeller by using Green's func-
tion. For example, the sound field from the z component of the force is 
ikl cos e i(sB+q) isk1r i(SB+q)cp-isw1t 





Equation 8 sums the contribution from each position on the propeller disk to 
get the noise at a point in space. As observed through the argument u, the 
contriDution of a given force produces more noise the farther out it occurs on 
the radius (rl) of the propeller. This is consistent with the fact that 
higher velocities near the tip generate more noise. The mean value theorem 
provides an equivalent radius such that the integrals in equation (8) can be 
evaluated at that radius. The resultant equation is 
1 a> {a> ( NB _ 1 ) P = 4ur ! (2NK1a N) ! a1Ft cos e + 01 NBM FO x N=l 1=0 
J NB_1(NHM sin e) x sin [NK1(r - ct) + (NB - 1)(~ + ~ u) + 
~ NB + 1 ) ! al Ft cos e + 01 NBM FO x JNB+1(NBM 1=0 sin e) x 
sin [NK1(r - ct) + (NB + 1)(. + ~ ,)l} 
(9 ) 
Comparison of Noise Levels and Oirectivities 
The expression for the sound-pressure level at a receiver location 
(eq. 9) contains the case for a single propeller in uniform flow, obtained by 
letting 1 go to 0 and aO and 00 = 1. The predicted noise from 
tne single rotation propeller in uniform flow is symmetrical and has zeros on 
the horizontal plane of the propeller axis. Such a propeller has a sharp 
direc- tivity pattern with no noise on the propeller axis (fig. 4(a». 
The interaction noise from a nonuniform inflow has different directivity. 
As pointed out in reference 4 for a time-independent nonuniformity, tne noise 
is no longer sy~netric. (The effect of the rotating front propeller pattern 
will De discussed in tne section Time Oependent Nonuniformity and Spectra 
Effects.) The noise also has Significant magnitude on the propeller axis. 
Looking at equation (9) the sound field is composed of two different groups of 
spinning waves. 
NB 




w+ = NB + 1 n (11) 
The second wave, which comes from the second 1 summation, is small because 
the Bessel functions, of order (NB + 1) greater than one, and argument (NBM 
sin e), smaller than order, are small. The first series over 1 does con-
tain low-order Bessel functions. Some of these Bessel functions have high 
amplitudes, and as pointed out by reference 4, are larger than the uniform 
terms (even for small a and 6 if the Mach number is less than 1 as it is 
for the takeoff and landing cases). 
This has likely consequences for the cruise noise. At high airplane 
speeds, such as at cruise, the helical-tip speed of the blades exceeds a Mach 
number of 1. Here the propeller uniform noise, both loading and thickness, 
may be dominant, and the interaction noise may not be as important. 
Additionally, in the first series over 1, some terms have their peak 
amplitudes on the axis where tne single rotation propeller in uniform flow 
showed no noise. For example the term 1 = NB contains Jo(NBM sin e), which 
has its maximum at e = 0° instead of close to e = 90°. The noise directiv-
ity pattern for the nonuniform inflow propeller looks somewhat like figure 4(b) 
at its peak ~ location. 
At takeoff and landing conditions the interaction noise, as indicated 
above, is dominant; thus the noise level of the counter-rotation propeller is 
raised above the noise level of a single rotation propeller in uniform flow. 
In addition, and to the disadYantage of the counter-rotation propeller, the 
directivity pattern would also change. The interaction noise would also 
increase the area under the airplane that is effected by the noise and 
increase the time the high noise levels are felt during an airplane flyover. 
This would significantly increase the Effective Perceived Noise Level (EPNL) 
and would make tne community noise problem even greater. 
Time Dependent Nonuniformity and Spectra Effects 
As mentioned previously, tne noise model of reference 4, equation 9, was 
developed for time independent nonuniform inflow. The situation for the 
counter-rotation propeller is, in general, a time-dependent nonunifo~m inflow 
to the downstream propeller. This results in the noise being generated at 
frequencies different than those of the time independent case, but the impor-
tant parameters that govern the magnitude of the noise remain. Equation (9) 
can still be used as a model to show what should be done to decrease the mag-
nitude of the interaction noise. 
For an understanding of what happens to the frequency of the radiated 
noise from the counter-rotation propeller, a special case will be investigated 
first and then a general case will be developed. This discussion is patterned 
after that of Hubbard (ref. 6). The specific case is a counter-rotation pro-
peller that has the same number of blades in the front propeller as in the 
rear propeller, with both propellers turning at the same speed. Viewed from a 
position on a downstream propeller blade, the same upstream propeller blade 
passes twice in every revolution. With the propellers turning at the same 
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speed, these locations are at two fixed circumferential positions. This is 
illustrated in figure 5(a) for a counter-rotation propeller which has two 
blades on each propeller. The front propeller is shaded and the rear propel-
ler is clear. Blade A on the rear propeller encounters (overlaps) blade B of 
the front propeller at position 2. As the blades continue to rotate, A over-
laps B again at position 4 before making a complete revolution. If the two 
rotation~l speeds are exactly the same, the positions of the overlaps are 
fixed. 
TIle noise pattern in the ~ direction is also fixed in space and has 
Inaxima at the overlap positions and minima in between, as shown in figure 5(b). 
At a particular spanwise location, the downstream blade experiences what 
appears to it as time-independent inflow distortions. The magnitude is then 
adequately represented by equation 9, but the frequency is altered for a fixed 
observer. The first interaction tone has a frequency that is twice the blade 
passing frequency (BPF) of each single propeller. In actuality, the first 
observed interaction frequency is the sum of the BPF's of the individual pro-
pellers. This is seen in the double sum over Nand 1 in equation (9). A 
comparison of the spectra from a single rotation propeller and a counter-
rotation propeller, with the same number of blades in each row, turning at the 
same speed, is similar near the minima points in the circumferential directiv-
ity where no overlap occurs. However, at the maxima the counter-rotation pro-
peller has extra noise at the harmonics. This is particularly true on the 
propeller axis where the single rotation propeller theoretically has no noise, 
but the counter-rotation propeller does have significant noise at twice BPF 
and beyond. 
The overlap and the noise patterns are fixed in space if the two propel-
lers rotate at exactly the same speed. If however, as would generally be the 
case, the speeds are different and the overlap axes rotate, then, at a fixed 
oDservation point, the noise is amplitude modulated. In addition, in a fixed 
period of time, the downstream blade would experience interactions at the sum 
of the two blade passing frequencies (BPF). This would also occur if the blade 
numbers for the two propellers were different. A sample spectra is snown in 
figure 6. As a result of the double sum in equation (9), all of the cross-
interaction frequencies appear. (For example, 3 x BPF~ plus BPF2 and BPFl 
plus 3 x BPF2.) The relative levels of the tones in flgure 6 were chosen 
arbitrarily. The presence of tnese extra tones in the spectra makes a counter-
rotation propeller noisier than a single rotation propeller, particularly at 
tne higher harmonics. Again, the terms impacting the strength's of the inter-
actions are still represented by equation (9) which can be used to identify 
promising methods of counter-rotation propeller interaction noise reduction. 
POSSIBILITIES FOR REDUCING INTERACTION NOISE 
Tne insight into identifying methods to reduce the noise from counter-
rotation propellers comes through examining the various terms in equation (9) 
and the assumptions used in its derivation. Many of the techniques discussed 
here were first developed for reducing the noise of turbofan engines. For 
purposes of discussion, the methods seem to fall into the following two 
categories: 
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(1) Ways to reduce the wakes and vortices striking the downstream 
propeller 
(2) Ways to reduce the response of the downstream propeller to them 
Tne waKe and vortex reductions are discussed with respect to the quasi-steady 
model of equation (9), and the section Reduced Response discusses the fre-
quency dependent blade response. 
Reduced Wakes and Vortices 
The forces on the downstream propeller blades are shown in equation (9) 
in the terms 
and 
The general steady thrust and torque on the blade are considered fixed, so 
that the manner of reducing the interaction forces comes through the coeffi-
cients Bl and 01 for 1 > O. The expressions for these terms come from 
equations (6) and (7) where they depend directly on the components of the 
velocities vz(~) and v (~) that occur in the wakes and vortices of the 
upstream propeller blade~. (See fig. 2.) In order to reduce the interaction 
noise, the velocity defects from the wakes and vortices that strike the aft 
propeller need to be reduced. The following will discuss some possible methods 
to aChieve this, treating the wakes and vortices in separate sections. 
WaKe reduction. - The blades of a propeller act as isolated airfoils near 
the blade tips and as portions of a cascade near the hub. For this discussion, 
the wakes are treated as those generated by an isolated airfoil. The maximum 
velocity defect in the wake of an isolated airfoil has been described in 
reference 7 as 
v 2.42~ 
VF = (X/CR + 0.3) (12) 
where v is the maximum velocity defect in the wake, VF is the free stream 
velocity, Co is the drag coefficient, X is the distance downstream, and 
CR is the airfoil chord. The particular velocity diagram for the upstream 
and downstream propellers determine the components Vz and v~ of this 
defect which vary with ~ as the downstream blade passes through the wakes. 
The equation contains two basic terms that can be varied to reduce the wake 
defect; ~ and X/CR. Since the spacing term X/CR seems to have the most 
potential for noise reduction it will be discussed first. 
Spacing: A possible method of reducing the wake defect velocity, which 
impacts the downstream propeller and in turn reduces the interaction noise, is 
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to increase the spacing parameter X/CR, increase the distance x, or reduce 
the upstream propeller blade chord. 
Eacn nuo-to-tip section of the upstream propeller blade has a slightly 
different wake structure that arrives, because of the different velocity dia-
grams, at a slightly different time at the downstream propeller blade. The 
swirl measurea behind advanced simple rotation propellers (ref. 3) has been 
relatively uniform from hub to tip so the arrival times would only be slightly 
different. For purposes of estimating the effect of spacing, it will be 
assumed here that all the wakes act in unison and that the sum of all the 
effects can be approximated by using 20 10910 P to calculate the noise. 
The pressure P is assumed to vary directly with the velocity defect v, so a 
noise estimation for the effect of spacing can be obtained. The noise reduc-
tion with a one chord propeller spacing as the base (X/CR = 1) is shown in 
figure 7. As can be seen, the noise reduction available from increased spac-
ing is significant. For example, in going from X/CR = 1 to X/CR = 2, the 
noise is reduced by some 5 dB. Here spacing presents a powerful way to reduce 
the noise of the counter-rotation propeller. Again, the reduction may not be 
exactly 5 dB because all of the wakes do not arrive simultaneously. The 
effect of different response timing can be used to provide some interaction 
noise reduction and will be discussed later in the section Blade Response. 
Reduced drag: The size of the wake defect and in turn the level of 
interaction noise can be reduced by lowering the drag coefficient of the 
upstream blades. Using the same 20 10910 P, as for the spacing estimates, 
results in the plot of the change in sound pressure with different upstream 
propeller blade drag coefficients as shown in figure 8. 
At first consideration, the ability to reduce the upstream propeller-drag 
coefficient enough to significantly reduce the noise seems unlikely. However, 
the olades of the typical advanced turboprop are probably operating in the 
transonic region near the tip at takeoff or landing condition. As mentioned 
in the section Interaction Noise Model Formulation, disturbances near the tip 
generate more noise than inboard. These outboard regions may dominate the 
noise, and tneir drag coefficient characteristics will now be discussed. 
A typical airfoil type used for the outboard sections of some of the 
advanced propellers (ref. 3) was the NACA 16 series. The drag coefficient 
characteristics of this type of airfoil are represented in figure 9 and taken 
from reference 8. At takeoff or landing, the blades of a counter-rotation 
propeller would be operating subsonically, probably in the Mach number range 
from 0.8 to 1.0. As seen in figure 9, this is the drag-rise portion of the 
blade-operating range and large increases in the drag coefficient exist. If 
this drag coefficient could be reduced, then a noise reduction could be 
aChieved. For example, if the blade was operating at a drag coefficient of 
0.030 and a reduction was achieved to bring that down to 0.010, then the indi-
cated noise reduction from figure 8 would be 5 dB. 
At present, there are two methods that could achieve a drag reduction in 
the Mach number range between 0.8 and 1.0. The first is the use of a aiffer-
ent airfoil section that would not exhibit the drag rise in the area of inter-
est, such as the Whitcomb type of airfoil (ref. 9). The second is the use of 
sweep to lower tne relative Mach number on the upstream propeller blade and· 
thereoy reduce the drag. In either case, the resultant lower drag coefficient 
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of the upstream propeller has the potential of significantly reducing the 
interaction noise. In fact, the use of both supercritical airfoils and sweep 
should be considered in the propeller design. 
The use of sweep on single rotation propellers has been shown to reduce 
the uniform flow noise also. Figure 10 shows a plot from reference 10 where 
three single rotation propellers exhioited different noise characteristics 
witn sweep. The SR-2 blade was straight, while the SR-1M blade had 30° of tip 
sweep. The sweep here was done for aerodynamic purposes and resulted in a 
. delay of the noise rise to a higher helical tip Mach number. The SR-3 blade 
had 45° of tip sweep and was designed to have the sweep acoustically tailored 
for noise reduction. The additional amount of sweep here has delayed the rise 
to an even higher Mach number, and tne tailoring of the sweep has resulted in 
a lower asymptotic level. This tailoring of the sweep will be discussed later 
in the section Reduced Response, as to its use on the downstream propeller 
blades to reduce the blade response. 
In general, it appears that sweep should specifically be designed into 
the leading propeller because it has the potential for reducing both the noise 
of the upstream propeller and the interaction noise of the counter-rotation 
propeller combination. Forward sweep on the front propeller might also be 
considered since it increases the spacing between the two propellers. 
Vortex reduction. - The upstream propeller blade tips trail behind them 
vortices Which, when interacting with the downstream propeller, are potentially 
a larger interaction noise generator than the propeller wakes. Pressure meas-
urements on tne pressure side of a simulated wing surface installed behind a 
single rotation advanced propeller are shown in figure 11 which was taken from 
reference 11. Here, it can be seen that the fluctuations in the vortex region 
are larger than those for the inboard wake positions. When this is combined 
with the noise generation mechanism (eq. (9)), that produces more noise for 
disturoances at the tip than those inboard, the importance of the vortex-
propeller interaction becomes clear. ' 
In addition to an axial velocity defect the vortex brings about the fluc-
tuating lift on the downstream blade by the speed at which it rotates about 
the core, its rotational velocity. It is primarily this circulation velocity, 
when broken down into Vz and v~, that produces the noise. A model for a 
viscous vortex was presented in reference 12 based on the work of reference 13. 
A model of the maximum circulation velocity was found in reference 14 to be 
(13 ) 
The possibilities for reducing vortex-propeller interaction noise are discussed 
in the following paragraphs. 
Avoidance: Although it might just as easily be discussed in the section 
Response Reduction, the avoidance of the vortex is discussed first since the 
design of the upstream blade may be a factor. Obviously, if the tip vortex 
does not striKe the downstream blades, it will not be an interaction noise 
source. It is, of course, not possible to avoid the upstream propeller wake, 
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but since the vortex is so localized near the tip it may be possible to have 
it pass over the downstream propeller blade tip. 
It may be possible to design tne nacelle such that enough radially outward 
veloCity remains to sweep the vortex outwardly over the downstream blades. If 
this is not possible, the downstream blades might be shortened slightly so that 
they miss the vortices. Hopefully this could be done without too great a loss 
in performance. In any case, design consideration should be directed toward 
having the downstream propeller miss the upstream vortex since'this would 
result in a significant noise reduction. 
Spacing: As seen in equation (13) the strength of the vortex does reduce 
with spacing. The decay is not as strong as it is for a wake, which is con-
sistent with a vortex being more persistent than a wake. Using the same 
20 10910 P, as for the wake noise model, results in the vortex noise decay 
with spacing and is shown in figure 12. As seen, for example, in gOing from 
X/CR = 1 to X/CR = 2, the noise reduction is approx. 3 dB. This is only 
about one-half of the amount obtained for the wake decay. 
Reduction of Circulation: A reduction in the initial vortex circulation 
would reduce the interaction noise also. Here the circulation velocity goes 
directly as the initial circulation, and, by using the same 20 10910 P, the 
noise would be reduced 6 dB for every halving of the initial circulation. The 
initial vortex circulation might be reduced by a different blade design, or 
the spanwise flows that create the tip vortex might be blocked by placing small 
fences along the upstream blade at different positions. In reference 15, 
fences were successfully used to reduce the losses and vortices near the wall 
of a turbine stage for turbofan engines. The fences would, of course, create 
vortices themselves, wnich would be smaller than the tip vortex, and being 
more inboard would create less noise. In any case, the reduction of the ini-
tial vortex circulation could result in a significant reduction in this inter-
action noise source. 
Reduced Response 
The wakes and vortices from the upstream propeller strike the downstream 
blades and create fluctuating forces that produce noise. The previous sec-
tions of this report have concentrated on reducing the magnitude of the wakes 
and vortices as a means of noise reduction. The following sections will dis-
cuss ways to reduce the fluctuating forces that result from a given wake or 
vortex. 
Reduction of Fluctuating Lift. - In the derivation of equation (9), the 
nonuniform inflow was assumed to be relatively small and the width of the 
downstream blade chord was sufficiently small such that the thrust and torque 
responded directly to the changes (defects, etc.) in the incoming velocity; 
tnat is, a quasi-steady response. In reality, the downstream blades would 
have chords large enough so that they would not respond in this manner. A 
better expression for the response involves the ratio of the blade chord to 
tile incoming velocity wave length. An example of this type of response depen-
dence can be found in reference 16 for an isolated flat plate with a gust 
input transverse to the cllord. The fluctuating lift pressure is indicated as 
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(14) 
The fluctuating lift is still linearly dependent on the wake defect (~, 
the gust variation), so the previous discussions of wake and vortex reductions 
still apply. However, the proportionality of the response is no longer one to 
one, but is modified by the Searls function S(w). A plot of S(w) is 
shown in figure 13. As seen, if the downstream blade chord is sufficiently 
small, w approaches zero and S(w) has a real component of 1. In other 
words, it responds in a quasi-steady manner as indicated in the initial 
assumptions that led to equations (6) and (7). However, as the chord of the 
downstream blade becomes larger, w increases and the response magnitude and 
phase both change. In other words, the response is no longer in phase and it 
has less magnitude. As w increases the function spirals inward toward 
zero. A plot of the reduced magnitude with increasing w is shown in 
figure 14. 
As seen by increasing w from 0.4 to 0.8 (a doubling) the magnitude of 
the lift response, and thereby the noise, would be reduced approx. 4 dB. This 
increase in w could be brought about by an increase in the chord of the 
downstream blade or DY a decrease in the incoming gust wavelength L. The 
incoming gust wavelength is given by the incoming velocity divided by a prod-
uct of the upstream blade number and the rotational speed of the pattern rela-
tive to the downstream olade 
(15) 
So L could be increased by increasing the number of blades in the 
upstream propeller Bu' or by increasing the rotational speeds of the propel-lers (nu + nD). The lncreasing of the rotational speeds would produce higher 
uniform-flow noise (source alone with no interaction) and would probably not be 
advantageous from that standpoint. The increasing of the number of upstream 
blades would be feasible and should therefore be considered. 
The response of an actual airfoil to gusts in both longitudinal as well 
as transverse directions is cf course different than the flat-plate analysis 
presented here. An analysis of this type can be found in reference 17. How-
ever, the general concept of reduced response with an increase in the reduced-
frequency parameter is still valid. In summary, increased upstream blade 
number and increased downstream propeller chords are desired design features 
to reduce counter-rotation propeller noise at takeoff and landing conditions. 
Phasing. - In the previous wake-spacing section, the noise was estimated 
oy using 20 10910 P and by assuming that all nub-to-tip sections were acting 
in unison. In actuality the wakes from the upstream propeller may not strike 
the downstream olade in unison. In general, the section wakes travel at 
slightly different speeds and at different angles. They might arrive somewhat 
along a line as snown in figure 15(a). This results in the section wakes 
interacting with the downstream blades at slightly different times. Since 
they are not all striking at once, the response of the downstream blade is 
somewhat less. This phasing of the wake interactions can be tailored to pro-
vide a noise reduction feature. This is done by providing some cancellation 
of the lift fluctuations from one section by that of another. 
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A similar method was applied to the stator of a fan stage in reference 18 
with tne technique outline in reference 19. The design considered both skew-
ing the blades to the wake front (in-plane sweep), as shown in figure 15(b), 
and axial sweep, as in figure 15(c), to achieve the desired phasing. The 
final design of reference 15 only needed the sweep to accomplish its goal, so 
the skewing of the blades was not used. The application of this phasing tech-
nique to the downstream propeller could be done similarly to the stator design. 
Similar phasing was used for uniform-flow propeller noise in the design 
of the SR-3 propeller (ref. 20). This teChnique swept tne blades such that 
the noise from tne different blade sections, acting in a phase relationship, 
prpvided some mutual cancellation. As seen in figure 10, this phasing from 
tne tailored sweep brought about some 6 dB of noise reductions at the design 
condition (asymptotic level). The same phasing could be applied, by using 
sweep or skew, to the interaction noise generated on the downstream counter-
rotation propeller. Since sweep has already reduced propeller noise (no dis-
tortion), it would probaoly be the preferred method of achieving the phasing. 
Tne amount of reduction achieved by sweep on a single rotation propeller indi-
cates tnat pnasing should be considered as a design technique to reduce the 
community noise of counter-rotation propellers. 
Frequency Modification. - It may be advantageous, from an annoyance 
standpolnt, to modify the amount of noise occurring in particular harmonics 
even if the total noise is not changed. One method of doing this is to stag-
ger the blades of a propeller so that the spacing between blades is not equal 
(ref. 21). This may, of course, create some balance problems for a propeller 
design. However, if a particular harmonic was indicated as controlling the 
perceived noise of tne propeller, this technique might be used to shift some 
of the noise to other harmonics and reduce the annoyance. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Since an advanced counter-rotation propeller may create an unacceptable 
illnount of noise for the people living near an airport, this report has . 
explored ways to reduce this noise level. The interaction of the two propel-
lers was judged to be the source that caused the counter-rotation propeller to 
be noisier than an equivalent single rotating propeller. Specifically, the 
interaction of the upstream propeller wakes and vortices with the downstream 
propeller was considered to be the dominant mechanism. A number of techniques 
were explored to reduce the strength of these interactions. They fell 
generally into the following two groups: 
(1) Those that reduced the wakes and vortices acting on the downstream 
propeller 
(~) Those that reduced the response of the downstream blades to those 
velocities 
The techniques studied and their potential noise reductions were the following: 
(1) Reduced wakes and vortices 
(a) Reduced wakes 
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(1) Increased spacing to chord ratio - An increase in spacing 
from X/CR = 1 to X/CR = 2 indicates a 5 dB reduction. 
(2) Decreased upstream blade drag coefficient - A reduction in 
drag coefficient from 0.030 to 0.010 indicates a 5 dB 
reduction. 
(b) Reduced vortex 
(1) Avoidance - Having the vortices pass over the downstream 
blades would eliminate this noise source. 
(2) Increased spacing to chord ratio - An increase in ~pacing 
from X/CR = 1 to X/CR = 2 indicates a 3 dB reduction. 
(3) Reduced initial vortex circulation - Cutting the initial 
circulation in half would indicate a 6 dB reduction. 
(L) Reduced Response 
(a) Reduction of fluctuating lift - An increase in tne reduced 
frequency parameter w from 0.4 to 0.8 would indicate a 4 dB 
reduction. 
(0) Phasing of the blade section responses to provide mutual 
cancellation - When this technique was applied to the uniform 
flow noise of a single rotation propeller a noise reduction of 
6 dB was observed. 
(c) Frequency Modification by uneven blade spacing of the downstream 
propeller blades - Although the overall noise would probably not 
go down with this technique, the change in frequency content 
could reduce the annoyance. 
The noise reductions from these techniques would not directly add together if 
incorporated in a propeller, and these are undoubtedly not the only ways to 
reduce the interaction noise. However, the inclusion of the design methods 
discussed would potentially result in a counter-rotation propeller that is 
acceptably quiet. 
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am equivalent radial location, length 
B number of blades in propeller 
Bu number of blades in upstream propeller 
Co drag coefficient 
Cp blade chord (downstream propeller), length 
CR airfoil chord, length 
Ct tnrust coefficient 
Cv fixed value for a given airfoil (eq. (13)), 1/length 
Cx drag coefficient (eq. (7)) 
c speed of sound, length/time 
FO drag force of propeller, force 
Ft thrust of propeller, force 
f periodic fluid force in z direction (eq. (1)), force 
z 
fO force constant (eq. (3)), force 
z 
f~ periodic fluid force in ~ direction (eq. (2)), force 
f~ force constant (eq. (4)), force 
~ 
JO(E) Bessel function of order 0, argument E 
L incoming gust wavelength, length 
OJ = amn/C = rotational Mach number at equivalent radial location, am 
P sound pressure at receiver, force/length2 
Pz sound pressure from z component of force 
r distance to noise measurement location (fig. 3),. lengtn 
r1 radius to a location on the propeller disk (fig. 3), length 
S(w) Searls response function 
16 
s summation index, (eq. (8)) 
T torque of propeller, length-force 
t time 
U incoming freestream velocity to airfoil, length/time 
UI incoming velocity (eq. (15)) 
u sk1r1 sin e 
V blaae local rotational velocity, length/time 
VF freestream velocity (eq. (12)), length/time 







components of velocity defect in z and, directions, length/time 
maximum circulation velocity in vortex, length/time 
coordinate axis (fig. 3), length 
distance downstream of airfoil, length 
axial distance along propeller axis (fig. 3), length 
angle of attack, radians 
Fourier coefficient (eq. (5)) 
absolute flow angle at entrance to propeller blade, radians 
distortion coefficient (eq. (6)) 
initial vortex circulation, (length)2/time 
fluctuating lift pressure, force/area 
distortion coefficient (eq. (7)) 
angle fore to aft from propeller disk (fig. 3), radians 
frequency of gust, radians/time 
fluid density, mass/length3 
angle in circumferential direction (fig. 3), radians 
angular location of point on propeller disk (fig. 3), radians 
17 
~ magnitude of gust variation, length/time 
n angular velocity of propeller (fig. 3), radians/time 
nO angular velocity of downstream propeller, radians/time 
Qu angular velocity of upstream propeller, radians/time 
w reduced frequency parameter = nCp/L, radians 
wI blade passing frequency = Bo, radians/time 
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(a) Single rotation. 
(b) Counter rotation . 
Figure 1. - Advanced propellers. 
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Figure 1- Propeller coordinates (ref. 4). 
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(b) Possible noise pattern with.nonuniform Inflow at the circumferential angle of the peak noise. 
Figure 4. - Concl uded. 
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Figure 5. - Counter-rotating propeller overlap. 
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Figure 6. - General counter-rotating propeller noise spectra. 
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Figure 8. - Change in sound pressure level with upstream propeller 
drag coefficient. 
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Drag coefficient versus Mach number: lift coefficient, 0. 2. 
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Figure 9. - Airfoil performance characteristics. Airfoil section NACA 16-004~ aspect ratio, "'I 
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Hel ical tip mach number 
Figure 10. - Maximum blade passage tone variation with helical tip 
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Figure 11. - Radial variation of vane surface sound pressure level at propeller 
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Figure 12. - C-hange in sound pressure level with 
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Figure 13. - Variation of response function with reduced 





Figure 14. - Change in magnitude of response function with 
reduced frequency parameter. w. 
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Figure 15. - Phasing. 
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